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Iphone app store link

The iPhone is a powerful device from the get-go, with slippery apps to handle navigation, calls, writing, photography and more. But with third-party apps, your iPhone can do much more. Some, such as keyboard applications, extend their basic capabilities. Others integrate key cloud services such as
Google Drive. However, others, such as password and VPN managers, keep your phone and your online life secure. These 11 apps allow you to get the most out of your iPhone. They all offer a lot of useful functionality for free; I have detailed any additional cost version. GboardGoogle directly from the
keyboardThe iOS keyboard has come a long way, especially with the introduction last year of quickPath swiping. But Google's Gboard keyboard harnesses the power of the search giant to enable a new feature class. In addition to searching for emojis, GIFs and stickers, you can also easily find and insert
links to YouTube videos. Or you can search for any term or name you're having a hard time remembering, such as the name of a movie you wanted to mention in your email. You can also search for addresses in Google Maps or your Google address book, or foreign words on Google Translate, all
without leaving the message you're typing. Firefox FocusShield your snoopsjust navigation facts, without the clues. Mozilla's Firefox Focus mobile browser automatically blocks advertising, social media, and website analytics trackers on the sites you visit. It also clears browsing history each time you
close the app. To prevent accidental submission to a sketched site, autocomplete only works for several hundred major web destinations, examined by Mozilla for security. Focus is an extremely lightweight application, with no bookmarks or tabs that accumulate ad infinitum in Safari. It allows you to
quickly get the information you need without leaving a trace for others to follow. LastPassParaget all your passwordsI'm almost impossible to formulate, not to mention remember, strong passwords for the dozens of online sites and services you use. This is a job for a password manager, and LastPass is
the best deal out there, offering a free version with all the features you'll need. (You can pay for options such as family accounts.) Generates and stores an unlimited number of passwords and automatically populates them on website and app login screens. LastPass also stores useful information such as
credit card numbers for easy entry into online forms. All logins and other information are encrypted and synchronized through the cloud so you can also access them from your computer through applications or a browser. 1.1.1.1Use free Wi-Fi without worryThe connections Connections to the Wi-Fi
cafeteria are a great way to save on your wireless bill, but it also leaves your web traffic vulnerable to anyone else who logs in to that unsafe network and wants to sniff your traffic. Cloudflare 1.1.1.1 provides a basic virtual private network, encrypting connections between your iPhone and cloud-based
cloud-based security service Cloudflare. (Unlike VPN, the app does not mask your IP address, so it improves security, but does not provide extensive privacy protections.) Cloudflare's network also optimizes internet traffic routing, so 1.1.1.1 Warp could speed up your browsing. The paid version of the app
promises a larger speed increase for $4.99/month. SpeedtestA fast speed check Why is this app taking so long to download? Or why is this video so choppy? The free Ookla Speedtest app allows you to determine if your connection is to blame. Ping a server near its location and both upload and
download data packets to measure the average speeds your connection is reaching. Speedtest can be a useful tool for determining, for example, whether you can still get respectable bandwidth when switching from your data-covered cellular service to a free Wi-Fi hotspot connection. The
MultiTimerApple clock app has a single timer that I'm constantly changing depending on what I need: time to cook pasta, time to meditate, time until the laundry is ready. MultiTimer eliminates this hassle by providing six timers (in its free version) that can be adjusted to different lengths and even run
simultaneously. They come by default with labels and intervals set, such as five minutes for the tea to be steep, but the label, duration, color and many other parameters are fully configurable. Weather UndergroundSee time as a proApple time app is fine for basics, such as: What is the temperature now,
and what will be the maximum and low in two days? But if you need details for planning, Weather Underground is the right app. Say you want to go stargazing in two days. You can scroll through next week to see expected cloud coverage, precipitation probability, temperature and even humidity, hour by
hour. You can also check the phase of the moon for that time. Planning to fly a kite or a drone? Check the expected wind speed and direction before exiting. You get a lot of functionality for free; Paid memberships of $3.99/month allow you to build smart forecasts that alert you to ideal conditions such as
moderate temperature and minimal wind for a bike ride. Google DriveConsume more storage for any additional moolahGoogle cloud storage plan starts with 15GB for free, three times more than iCloud. And it works on all platforms, so you can share files between your iPhone and a Windows PC or
Chromebook, or a friend or colleague's Android phone. The Google Drive app also allows you to upload unlimited backups to the cloud Photos of all images and videos recorded on your phone (with reduced but still sharp quality). If you use Documents and Sheets as your company's apps, drive's iPhone
app lets you view and share (and pinch, edit) work documents from anywhere. OvercastTake a more direct route to great podcastsApple App Podcasts can be messy quickly. Tapping a podcast name from your subscription lists immediately starts playing the latest podcast, for example, instead of
allowing you to watch all episodes episodes are to hear. In Overcast, tapping instead displays a large summary page that describes the general podcast series and a list of episodes that you can sort in ascending or descending chronological order. Tapping a simple i icon replaces the multiple steps to get
to a summary of an episode in the Apple app, and the share and delete buttons are conveniently located on a toolbar just below the episode being played. In short, Overcast provides the sensible navigation that apple Podcasts lacks. JumboLock by your online accountsGoogle and social media sites
know a lot about you, but you can restrict some of that information. This free app guides you quickly through the process of updating security settings. Jumbo engages in a growing list of mobile apps (nine so far) including Twitter, Amazon Alexa, Facebook, Google, Gmail and Chrome. Jumbo
automatically stops and explains each app's privacy options, such as turning off location tracking on Twitter or deleting recent searches on YouTube and Google Maps, which you can implement at the touch of a button. It also monitors whether your email address has been involved in any known data
breaches. AppleSeek Support Apple Help directly from sourceApple support did not come pre-installed on your iPhone. But it's the fastest way to resolve an issue with your phone or any other Apple device or service you have, such as a MacBook or iCloud account. You can scroll through lists of common
problems with your phone, such as apps that crash, and get quick tips on how to fix them. Best of all, the app provides direct links to text or call Apple support. It's a much faster way to get help than searching Apple's forums and support pages or trying to find a phone number for support. The app also
features practical tips and how to make better use of your iPhone, such as an overview of new features in iOS 13 and tips on using portrait mode in the camera app. Attendees of the Apple World Developers Conference have a vision of new software coming up for all iPhones, including business features,
the iPhone software development kit, some new features like parental controls, additional languages and some great looking games. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our items, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. The iPhone is not so
much a smartphone as an app phone. That's all the home screen really is: a door of applications. Tap an icon and launch an app. But what apps should you launch? Of the nearly one million apps in the App Store for iPhone, what do every new iPhone owner really need to have? Which ones will best help
you with your work, hobbies, responsibilities and fun? Of all the apps, who deserve your attention? Which ones are the best? In short, these. Based on years of experience and countless tests and comparisons, these are the applications and games that we consider essential we recommend downloading
now. These are the best apps for iPhone. Iphone.
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